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Thought_Process

NAE Thought Music started with the idea to record every songwriting idea, melodic 
line, original groove I wrote on keys or synths, throughout the month of February. 
I wanted to record at least one track per day, often using my voice recorder in my 
phone to record audio. I found myself making recordings in my car, while discussing 
topics with friends, and when teaching class, as much as I recorded myself in my 
studio at the keyboards. Many days, I recorded several times as an idea evolved, or 
had multiple disparate ideas on the same day. There were also several days when I 
did not record anything. I recorded about 70 ideas over 28 days.

Pure data is an object-oriented programming language that allows data and signal 
processing systems to be constructed and manipulated via small blocks on the screen 
that interact through the digital pathcables that interconnect them. In this way, 
Pure Data is a blank slate on which any concept of interaction between a user and 
the data or between the data within the system can be manipulated and created.

The entire NAE Thought Music program is called a patch. Within that, there are many 
(1-2 dozen) subpatches. Each of those patches allows a critical function of the 
entire system and can also be manipulated or dealt with separately. This document 
shows a series of constituent parts that work together to create the experience 
viewed on the projected screen.

For NAE Thought Music, Pure Data was utilized to manipulate the concepts of time in 
the same way that a calendar allows one to interact with an entire month of time in 
a single visual frame. NAE Thought Music, the program, presents 28 days of audio 
time in this constrained time period which is based on how long the user wears the 
headphones.

In continuing an exploration of the creative process and the idea of time as a 
construct of the human mind, the program allows that user to go into the system and 
manipulate the incoming data - not just interpret it (as one would with a static 
work of art). In this way, the art and the process in which is is percieved is 
truly unique for each person who experiences NAE Thought Music.

Ryan’s concept and philosophy in building systems is that a system should be built 
to be re-used, re-invented, and re-deployed with new and different source material, 
which means there is a way for anyone to create a unique, beautiful, and 
experiential project only having access to basic phone recordings. Like in the 
process of designing a trumpet, a designed trumpet can be played, recorded, 
listened to by anyone as a discreet experience (both in performance and in 
listening), even though there are thousands of other trumpets in the world.

NAE (JaNae Contag), Artist
Ryan Black, Producer and Creative Programmer



“I’m so jealous of your spreadsheets.”



“Whatchu gonna wear to the office party?”



“You think you gonna try and pull me over
while I was singing Karaoke in my car?”





“Galentine’s Day, Galentines’s Day, it’s not Valentine’s Day
Do you want to hang out with me? We can hang out, we can hang out,
and drink rosé.”



“keepin it
 alive by 

not keepin
 it clean”

“Oh no. Oh no. Oh no.
You shouldn’t have.”





“Hey Spotify. That song at the top of my playlist is not my song!”



“That’s too bad. I was hoping you were single.”



“I’m so good at pretending to be cool.”



“When did you ever believe it?”






